Here is how you handle Biden's door to door vax goons WITHOUT getting put on a
list -

**DO NOT WAIT, DO THIS NOW!**

Obviously the best thing to do is not answer the door at all, but you might not get the
chance to avoid them. So in addition to that plan, post a sign.

Post a very prominent "no soliciting" sign on your door. Go for the large size, totally
visible from the street. Add to this NO EXCEPTIONS.

When the vax goons come just say "I do not talk to salesmen, READ THE SIGN. NO
SOLICITING" If they persist point to "NO EXCEPTIONS." If they keep pushing say
absolutely nothing at all, just slam the door in their face.

Don't say "I do not want your vax". Treat them like door to door salesmen that are
being rejected. Do not even address the product being pushed. And if they shout "We
are not salesmen" shout back: **IF I DO NOT KNOW YOU, DO NOT KNOCK MY
DOOR, READ THE DAMN SIGN.**

Never, at any point indicate that you even paid attention to what they had to say or
push. Never say anything about the vax, say only ONE THING: NO SOLICITING,
NO EXCEPTIONS.

Here is an appropriate sign. Print this in 11X17 or larger, (go to a print shop or Sams
or Costco if needed) if you cannot find a very similar one to buy. This is exactly what
you need, and this image I cleaned up will print PERFECTLY.

Right click to save. This will print PERFECT if the print shop does absolutely no
conversions or scaling. Do not add borders, print right to the edge because the border
is included in this graphic.

**Other good sign ideas:** Private property, do not enter. or **No unexpected visitors.**
put up anything you can to drive people off without even discussing the vax.
AND REMEMBER: NEVER MENTION THE VAX. STICK TO "I DO NOT ACCEPT
SOLICITERS", SHUT UP, AND SLAM THE DOOR.

*Jim Stone*
NO SOLICITING

- Charity
- Estimates
- Petitions
- Politics
- Religion
- Sales People

NO EXCEPTIONS